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UC Berkeley Webcast Timeline
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Open source
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development.
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Phase 2 and WC

learning tools.



1995 - 2000: BMRC
(first generation)

• Berkeley Internet Broadcast Service (BIBS)
– Computer research project established by Professor Larry

Rowe and his Berkeley Multimedia Research Center (BMRC)
to webcast select UC Berkeley courses.

• Lecture Browser
– Slides and Video Sync

• 1995 -- 2 courses

• 1999 -- 6 courses
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ETS Berkeley Values

• Major impact - focus on results
• Scalable and sustainable systems & methods
• Driven by studied data about real needs
• Effective innovation & useful creativity
• Enriching the human experience*
• Global dissemination of knowledge*

* University Mission Statement



First Gen webcast.berkeley

• Migration

• Expansion with CTS operators

• Classroom engineers



• 2002 - 2003
– Administration application
– Updated look and feel
– Addition of campus events

• 2004 - 2006
– Captioning
– RSS
– Podcasts
– Sponsorship
– Strategic Partnerships

• 2007
– Design and development for Webcast NG
– Integration with Blog
– Starting to build institutional partnerships

2002 - 2007: Evolving Upgrades





Open Evolution
• Fall 2007

– New content under Creative Commons
• Download, Distribute, No Derivatives
• Ease faculty and administration in
• Pilot new infrastructure in large lectures

– Increasing program size -- 50 courses
– Policy development

• Joined OCWC
– Community of practice

• IP
• Management and sustainability
• Measurement
• Advocacy



Impact?



webcast.berkeley Impact

• In 2006
– 82 course participants, over 3000 hours of course

lecture content delivered

– 3.5 million course lecture video views

– 3.49 million course lecture audio downloads
of Sp06 and Fa06 course lectures

– 190 hours of events content
delivered with over 100K views



• Launched Spring 2006
– All public

• First Month:
– 330K+ tracks downloaded
– 9K+ subscriptions

• Now have 123 Full Courses
• Profs repeatedly in the top

ten Podcasts
• Build partnership around openness



• Launched Fall 2006 with 6 courses
– 250 Course Hours

– Now 350 Course Hours
• 1M visits

• 700K downloads

• 1.1M streams

• Adding select additional classes

• Will be automating with new system

• Round-trip rich media



• 10.6 M downloads (2006)
• 10,000 hours

• Countless Fan Mail

May 14, 2007, Georgia State Student:

I have found the pot of educational gold that
is your podcast system.

I have been able to compound my education
immensely.  Dr. Keltner has guided me in
my social psychology inclinations.  Dr.
Muller's Future for Future Presidents has
been incredibly enlightening.  Your
incredible chemistry educational system was
better than the chem. lectures my own
university is able to provide and I would say
that my As in my most recent chem. class
can be attributed to your webcast.  You have
given the world an incredible resource.
Please don't take this email as a reason to
charge for the service, I would be crushed.  I
can honestly say that, because I have
learned so much from your podcasts, UC
Berkeley is by far my first choice for
graduate school.

Feb. 20, 2007: Real Estate Agent,  CA:

I have been listening to your lectures on
European Civilization from the Renaissance
to the Present via pod cast and wanted you
to know how much I appreciate them. It is
rare to find such an informed, articulate and
interesting speaker. Thank you for making
your lectures available to the general public.
My only frustration is that, when you
periodically ask questions, I find myself
eagerly raising my hand to throw out a
response. But this is a small price to pay for
access to such intellectual joy.  Thank you
again and I look forward to our next "class".

Jan. 30, 2007, someone in the Northeast:

I’ve enjoyed watching your lectures via
webcast so much that I’ve decided to buy
your book “practicing democracy.” Your
lectures are masterful…  you use humor, you
infuse it with anecdotes and biography, but
most importantly, it’s enjoyable. I really
wish I could’ve been there to take your
spring 2006 course on Germany. I wonder
how you would’ve described Bismarck,
someone I found really interesting. I hope
Berkeley will decide to record and broadcast
your other courses.

April 4 2007, 25 yr old Estonian:

The reason of contacting you is not only giving
you a thumbs up and telling you that the
German invasion to Poland (which started the
WWII and you refer to as an almost non-violent
resistance) was on September 1st 1939 and not
"somewhere in 1940" but also to ask whether
there would be any ways for me to participate
in NV work and actions under supervision to
gain understanding and knowledge before
trying to do something myself which I feel
would fail miserably at the moment.

I am a 25 year old college drop-out, ex IT pro
and currently without any duties willing to
travel and to help a good cause.

May 22 2007, UK Taxi Driver:

I think this the greatest idea in education ever.

My question is can somebody enroll and take
the entire course over the internet. I am a taxi
driver in England the UK. I enjoyed this
podcast so much that I would like very much to
learn economics but with a family and a job
classroom attendance is not an option at the
moment. I can spare a lot of time in between
jobs sat at taxi ranks or otherwise.Thank you,
this is not only very enlightening but also very
well presented.



iTunesU Downloads

2,453 Tracks



• Challenges with distribution partners
– Automation

– Standard delivery formats and metadata

– More interest than can manage

• Opportunities and benefits
– Go to where the people are

– Expansion of content

– Manage archiving costs

– Preservation

– Pilot web 2.0 interaction at less cost



Strategic Plan:
Open Media for

Academia and Research

or

OMAR



Open Media Challenges

• How can we do more better?

• How can we make access easier?

• How can we help other schools in a more
systematic way?

• How can we make the content and context more
meaningful?

• How can we leverage surrounding innovation?

• Where can we avoid reinventing the wheel?



ETS Program and System
Expansion Barriers

• Technology
– Patchwork quilt solution
– Costs of scalable vendor solutions
– Proprietary code, limited integration
– Need a solid foundation with flexible toolset
– Other systems not built to play

• People & Culture
– Technology overhead
– Education
– Context Setting or Sense-making for the content
– IP



Principle 1: Scalable

Reproducible
…installs, System Delivery, Support, Development…

Quality, Classrooms, Campus, Higher Ed



Principle 2: Sustainable

Maintain, Support & Fund
 …Nurture, Feed, Respond…



Principle 3: Growable

Ecosystem
 …Open Framework, Open Communities, Find Active Partners…



Technology Classrooms
• Increasing # of tech classrooms

–100 GA Classrooms as of Fall 2007, goal of 240 in 3 years (100%)
• Renovating existing classrooms

– Bringing up the baseline technology + podcasting Infrastructure
• Lessons:

– Physical infrastructure
– increased networking costs to buildings

Technology Classroom Plan: 2003 - 2011 
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Open Source
• Open Source Benefits

– Leverage skills and effort
– Don’t reinvent the wheel
– Learn more, by seeing inside
– Successful business models
– Shared support and costs
– We’ve already made the argument

• Build to existing open frameworks (Sakai, uPortal…)
• Challenges

– Collaboration Costs
– Documentation & Support
– Architectural boundaries
– Does this sub-community exist?



Open Community
• Open Community Benefits

– Users are part of the process
– Partner’s make you think bigger
– Build flexible integrated systems (SOA, APIs)
– More commercial “partners”
– Partners bring advocacy & reputation

• UCD Agile &  transparent
– Better understand user’s needs and workflow
– Be willing to iterate

• Challenges
– Understand partner’s requirements
– Time
– Compromise
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Phase I (June 07 - Aug 08)

Primary Goal:
Replace old system with increased integration and automation

• Automated Capture and Delivery, Media Type Expansion
& Metadata Harvesting
– Automated capture of special events and courses in capable

classrooms

– Automated branding of audio/video podcasts

– Automated metadata harvesting from campus systems for special
events and courses (This is not available in most vendor systems)

– Live streaming for "on location" special events

– Webcast.Berkeley.edu incorporation of new media types and new
information architecture



Phase I Continued (June 07 - Aug 08)

• Sakai Integration for Event and Course Administration
– Digital "speaker release" and "instructor sign off" forms for courses

and events
– Participation and recruitment management for faculty engagement
– Real time monitoring success/failure for audio and video capture,

post process, and delivery
– System feedback to communicate issues or custom messages to

public, faculty, students, as well as content managers

• Integration with Third Party Distribution Channels and
Archive Old Content
– Migration of old content to Internet Archive
– Automated video and audio podcast delivery to iTunesU,Google,

and webcast.berkeley.edu

** Requirements exploration with other universities



Phase II (Aug 08 - Dec 08)
Primary Goal:

Automate Archiving and Expand System Roles

• Automated Archiving and Storage Management
– Deep archiving for events and courses

– Online archiving for events and courses

– Storage allocation for Webcast Systems App

• New Roles
– IT Administrative role for adding courses, monitoring rooms,

adding roles, etc

– Student assistant role for quality assessment, copyright review,
and post-production tasks.

– Trusted sources role for other organizations on campus
interested in contributing content to distribution channels



Phase II Continued (Aug 08 - Dec 08)
Primary Goal:

Automate Archiving and Expand System Roles

• Improved Media Utilities, Management, and Enhancements
– Automated media enrichment such as enhanced podcasts and

searchable content
– Automated adjustments to compensate for audio range and level

issues
– Live streaming utility for courses to monitor audio levels
– Further advancement of content management functionality for

distribution channels
– Live Streaming of Courses for use in real time transcriptions
– Webcast.Berkeley.edu aggregation, development and redesign







Future Development in Consideration (1)

• Dependent on Funding and Partners

• Content Management
– Instructor content management tools for syllabus entry,

distribution, copyright, and content integration into existing
Sakai tools

– Sakai only podcasts and webcasts
– Faculty submission of user generated content using Podcast

Producer UGC features
– Portable podcast capture setups for semester long encoding

of courses
– Integration with transcription service for tying content to

transcription
– Stats tools for instructors and Webcast Systems App



Future Development in Consideration (2)

• Enhanced Roles
– Support role for accessing information needed to help

inform support issues
– Expansion of distribution channels to campus video portal

and calendar
– Client role to track special event jobs and current/former

assets



Future Development in Consideration (3)

• Support for Web 2.0 interactivities, Informal
Learning and Study tools
– Development of dynamic media editing tools
– Sakai course commons for Sakai only courses and events
– Social tagging and annotation
– Dog earing and bookmarking
– Sharing play lists and clips and additional metadata
– Integration with automated transcription technology
– Branded special event sponsor sites
– Crowd sourcing tools to provide feedback on media quality
– Scheduling mechanism to use podcast capable rooms for

informal student and staff events
– Harvest social metadata from 3rd party delivery channels for

webcast.berkeley.edu



OCWC Engagement?
• Increase understanding

– What interactions in what context
– Faculty and student needs -- benefits to learning
– What it takes to scale, maintain, preserve -- across institutions
– Understanding impact through baseline statistics

• Find places to collaborate based on “enlightened self
interest” and shared goals

• Mentor best practices
• Look for ways of funding for the “greater good”

– R&D collaborations (building blocks)
– Collaboration costs
– Documentation
– Implementation mentoring



Questions?


